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This report documents the modifications to the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Multiple Segment
Parallel Compressor Model which are required for variable vane geometry compressors. These
modifications allow for the inclusion of vane angle as well as corrected rotor speed in deter-
mining compressor blade row performance. The variable vane control sensor location is also
taken into account for positioning the vanes under distorted inlet conditions. This feature
provides the appropriate vane position regardless of the distortion type (pressure and/or
temperature) and orientation.
The FIDO (3) turbofan engine has been modeled to verify the aforementioned modifications.
This engine has a variable inlet guide vane in the fan and high pressure compressor: Two sta-
tor vanes in the high pressure compressor are also variable. The variable vane schedules used
are compatible with NASA LeRC engine XD11. Model predictions for both inlet tempera-
ture and inlet pressure distortion test cases agree favorably with experimental component
data and engine stability audit calibrations, respectively. In particular, the model predicted
that a 180° inlet total pressure distortion amplitude of 0.45, (Pt max - Pt mm)/pt avg' was
required to stall the FIDO (3) engine at approximately 80% of design corrected low rotor
speed. A value of 0.43 was anticipated on the basis of engine experience.
The details of the distorted flow field have been calculated for the F100 (3) engine with the
180° inlet total pressure distortion. The documented results include individual blade row
incidence and loading levels as well as the distortion transfer and attenuation characteristics
of this engine. No detailed engine measurements were available to verify the model predic-
tions.
INTRODUCTION
NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA LERC) and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft have collaborated
in the application of a P&WA circumferential distortion model to full-scale turbofan engines.
Extensive work has previously been accomplished under a previous contract (NAS3-18535)
dealing with the TF30-P-3 engine. Results of that work are detailed in References 1 and 2.
Under that contract, the TF30-P-3 engine had fixed compressor geometry. With the evolu-
tion of advanced turbofan engines, it has been necessary to modify the distortion model to
include a variable vane geometry capability. In the work reported herein the distortion
model is applied to the F 100(3) turbofan engine which has such variable geometry.
One aspect of variable geometry is the dependence of compressor performance on vane angle
as well as corrected rotor speed. Consequently, the blade row performance characteristics
for the F 100(3) fan and high pressure compressor reflect this dependence. In addition,
under conditions of distorted inflow, there may be a circumferential non-uniformity of
total temperature at the axial plane of vane-controlling temperature sensors. This requires
the model to relate the inlet distortion orientation to a fixed point on the engine. Con-
sequently, the first segment is located.at top dead center (0°) and each succeeding segment
proceeds in the direction of rotor rotation. Specifying the location of the vane-controlling
sensor(s) allows the correct total temperature to be used to set the variable vane positions
within the model.
The validity of the program modifications was checked by comparing predicted results
with a limited amount of 180° inlet temperature distortion data from a F 100(3) high pres-
sure compressor rig. Good agreement was obtained with the data, indicating that the model
adequately accounted for the variable vane geometry effects. Additional testing of the model
was done using the complete compression system for a 180° inlet total pressure distortion.
The distorted compressor performance for this example case is documented for the level
of distortion predicted to induce stall on the nominal operating line.
The work herein was done using the U.S. Customary system of Units. The information in
this report is provided in those units as well as the International System of Units (SI).
P&WA MULTIPLE SEGMENT MODEL
Simple parallel compressor theory usually considers the circumference of the compressor to be
divided into two flow regions: one of relatively low velocity such as would exist behind a
distortion inducing screen and one of relatively high velocity. The multiple segment parallel
compressor model expands upon simple parallel compressor theory by using a large number
of parallel segments to provide a more detailed definition of the circumferential flow field. In
addition, this model accounts for two-dimensional and unsteady flow effects which are not
considered in the basic theory. A complete description of the model is contained in Refer-
ence 3.
While this model has proven to be both useful and versatile in the analysis of non-uniform
flow problems (e.g.,-References 2, 4)s-it-has-been-limited-in its applieation-to-fixed-geometry
compressors. The increased use of modern turbofan engines with variable vane geometry
requires that a better understanding of this additional dimension be acquired under conditions
of inlet distortion. Consequently, the multiple segment model has been modified, and variable
vane effects were investigated using the F 100(3) turbofan engine as the basis for the model.
Variable Geometry Modifications
The multiple segment model makes use of individual blade row characteristics to describe
the quasi-steady uniform flow performance of a compressor. These characteristics (static
pressure rise and total temperature rise vs. mass flow parameter) are shown schematically in
Figures 1 and 2 for a fixed geometry machine. As noted in the figures, the blade row char-
acteristics are for a single value of compressor corrected rotor speed. However, the variation
with rotor speed is generally of second order because the pressure rise, temperature rise and
mass flow parameters are scaled with corrected rotor speed. This can be seen by the follow-
ing definitions:
APc (N/v/T)2
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When similar performance characteristics are produced for a variable geometry compressor,
however, the variation with corrected rotor speed becomes much more pronounced as is
evidenced in Figures 3 and 4. The reason for this is the wide variation in vane angle that
accompanies the rotor speed change. Within the context of the multiple segment model,
several problems had to be resolved because of the variable geometry:
1) Axial lengths and vane stagger angles are both important for determining the swirl of
a flow distortion pattern and a fluid particle as they progress through the machine
from inlet to exit. The model must account for these effects when the vane geometry
is variable.
2) The application of performance characteristics to the calculation of a circumferentially
nonuniform flow field generally-involves a circumferential variation in local corrected
rotor speed. The vane angle, must of course, be circumferentially uniform, resulting
in a mismatch of these two controlling variables for the different circumferential seg-
ments used in the model calculation. A system was required which provided the correct
performance regardless of the combination of local rotor speed and angle. The problem
is further compounded by the desirability of maintaining the model's compatibility
with fixed geometry compressors.
3) Interpolation of performance characteristics between lines of constant rotor speed
must be done in a manner which reflects the vane angle differences. The standard
procedure for interpolating at constant mass flow was no longer adequate because of
the. large variation in mass flow range covered by different constant speed lines. Again,
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Figure 4 Typical Temperature Rise Characteristic For Variable Geometry Compressor
Procedures have been successfully established within the P&WA computer model to satisfy
all of these requirements. These procedures are discussed in spme detail in the following
sections. .
Axial Length Variation
This problem is handled by the straightforward application of trigonometric principles. For
each variable vane and the upstream and downstream gaps, dimensions and flow angles are
adjusted on the basis of the sensed corrected rotor speed and the resultant vane position.
This assures that the swirl of the distortion patterns and flow velocity triangles are accurately
calculated by the model.
Non-Uniform Flow Conditions
When using the model to evaluate performance of a variable geometry compressor, a problem
arises due to the circumferential non-uniformity of total temperature under distorted inlet
conditions. The blade row characteristic for each circumferential segment is evaluated on the
basis of the local (axially and circumferentially) corrected rotor speed. Stator vane angles,
however, are determined by a temperature sensor(s) located at some other axial/circumferen-
tial location. Consequently, the blade row characteristics must reflect vane angle as well as
corrected rotor speed.
Since it was desirable to maintain compatibility with the established fixed geometry calcula-
tions and "curve reading" procedures, the solution to the problem took the following form:
The compressor characteristics must still be presented in terms of ^ and A vs 0 for various
levels of corrected speed. The corrected speed used to interpolate the characteristics, how-
ever, must represent both a corrected speed and vane angle. Looking at Figure 5, rig data
representing the ratio of local corrected speed (i.e., the corrected speed based on stage in-
let conditions) to the compressor inlet corrected speed are plotted as a function of IGV
metal angle for the normal operating range of the F100 (3) compressor. If a line was to
connect the values plotted for each stage it is easily observed that the slope of these lines
would be nearly constant.
A second observation is that the ratio of local to inlet corrected speed for a fixed geometry
machine is approximately constant over a reasonable speed range. For example, a stage in
the middle of the F100 (3) high pressure compressor would have a temperature which is
about 1.5 times the inlet temperature at high power. This converts to a local to inlet cor-
rected speed of about 0.81. If a 10% variation in inlet corrected speed occurs (correspond-.,
ing to a 20% inlet temperature distortion), the temperature ratio variation at the middle
stage would range from 1.45 to 1.55 since temperature rise is proportional to the square of
corrected 'rotor speed. The corresponding ratio of local to inlet corrected speed only varies
from about 0.80 to 0.83 which is relatively small for a sizable inlet temperature distortion..
This variation would be slightly larger in rear stages and smaller in front stages because of the
magnitude of the temperature rise from the inlet.
The conclusion to be drawn from the above observations is that for temperature distortions
at a given stage, the ratio of local to inlet corrected speed is primarily affected by changes
in inlet guide vane angle. Therefore, a first order approximation to correct for small inde-
pendent variations of inlet guide vane angle from the nominal inlet corrected speed-inlet
guide vane angle relationship is possible in the following manner. First a solid line is drawn
with a representative slope through the average of available compressor points shown in Fig-
ure 5. Even though the slope of the local to inlet corrected speed ratio with inlet guide vane
angle for each stage varies by a small amount from the slope of the solid line, it is felt that this
variation would not introduce a significant error to the model calculations. Next, a speed
parameter is calculated using the relationship established by the solid line.
Speed Parameter =
From Figure 5.
This "speed parameter" is then used in the interpolation of the compressor characteristics.
Note that since only the single solid line of Figure 5 is used to obtain the "speed parameters"
for all the compressor stages, the model characteristic curves must now have their equivalent
"speed parameters" assigned to them rather than the normal corrected speed values. A typ-
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Figure 5 Influence of Variable Geometry on the Relationship Between Local and Inlet
Corrected Rotor Speed
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Interpolation of Performance Characteristics
In the process of obtaining the multiple segment parallel compressor solution, non-uniform
flow effects are used in conjunction with uniform flow compressor performance to define
the circumferential flow distribution. In general, the uniform flow performance is required
at some local corrected rotor speed which is not equal to any of the values used to construct
the compressor blade row characteristics. Hence, it is required to obtain values for the re-
quired parameter ( i// or X) from higher and lower rotor speeds, and then interpolate between
the speeds. The standard interpolation procedure used in the model for a fixed geometry
compressor is based upon a fixed value of 0. This procedure is adequate for fixed geometry
because the variation of compressor mass flow with rotor speed is incorporated in the defini-
tion of 0. Hence the same 0 can be used to determine i// or X at the higher and lower rotor
speeds. The i// or X can then be interpolated linearly to define the value at the desired rotor
speed.
In a variable geometry compressor, however, the mass flow parameter 0 varies with vane
angle as well as rotor speed. Fortunately, there is a linear relationship between maximum
flow capacity of a cascade of vanes and the sine of the vane chord angle. Applying this
relationship yields the following interpolation procedure:
Sin c<x
where: 0^ = 0 at rotor speed "X" which is higher or lower than local
rotor speed and lies on a known blade row characteristic
used to provide values of i// and X for interpolation.
0 = level of 0 at which values of i// and X are to be found.
a - actual vane chord angle (measured from cascade plane) for
rotor speed at which performance is required
«x
 =
 vane chord angle corresponding to known blade row charac-
teristic
Using this relationship, the appropriate values of 0 are determined for the higher and lower
rotor speeds. These individual values of 0 are used to provide two values of i// or X which
are then interpolated linearly on the basis of the "speed parameter".
Model Verification
The reproduction of the F 100(3) uniform inlet performance by the model serves as a check
for the procedures used to set axial lengths and flow angles and to interpolate characteristic
performance curves.
Figure 6 shows the predicted uniform inlet fan performance and stall points for the fan in
comparison with available data. The good agreement serves to verify the model's validity
for this component. Furthermore, a check has been made to compare the fan rig perform-
ance with that obtained with the NASA LeRC F100 (3) engine, XD1 1. This comparison
concerned the speed-airflow relation along the nominal engine operating line. The engine
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Figure 6(A) Fan OD Performance ~
Comparison of Model and
Rig Data
Figure 6(B) Fan ID Performance ~
Comparison of Model and
Rig Data
A similar comparison was made for the high pressure compressor. This comparison revealed
that the NASA LeRC engine operates with a different high pressure compressor variable
vane schedule (RCW) than that in FX208, the F100 (3) core engine which was used to
generate the model's performance characteristics. Both of these schedules are shown in
Figure 7. The primary impact of this difference is a shift in the speed-airflow relation, par-
ticularly at lower corrected rotor speeds. Consequently, the model characteristics were al-
tered to provide a high pressure compressor which was more representative of the NASA
LeRC engine. The comparison of the model calculations with the FX208 data on Figure 8
shows the expected flow shift consistent with the vane schedule change. Note that two in-
terpolated rotor speed values are also included in Figure 8. These speed lines serve to verify
the model's interpolation capability.
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Figure 7 Comparison ofHPC Variable Vane Schedules in FX208 and XD11
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Figure 8 Verflcation of Model Applicability to XD11 Engine High Pressure Compressor
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The most severe test for the non-uniform flow capability concerns inlet temperature distor-
tion. In such a case, there exists a wide range of combinations of vane angle and corrected
rotor speed around the circumference. The model's capability for handling this was checked by
comparing the model prediction with available F100 high compressor rig data with inlet tem-
perature distortion. The range in inlet temperature was approximately 10% (Tjj^ax - Tjj^m/
TjAvg). The rotor speed range covers an area over which the vane schedule varies significantly.
The model test case results are compared in Figure 9 with data from an early version of the
F100 compressor run at a similar rotor speed. Both the shift in flow capacity and loss in
stall line pressure ratio appear to be comparable.
— UNIFORM INLET
« «. INLET TEMPERATURE DISTORTION
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46
'°T2.5 LBM/SEC
(Kg/SEC)
Figure 9 Verification of Model Capability For Analyzing Circumferential Temperature
Distortion
A similar treatment is applied to the F 100(3) fan characteristics. While no temperature dis-
tortion data are currently available to evaluate the entire engine compression system, the
isolated compressor results appear to establish the validity of the procedure.
The entire F100 (3) compression system was evaluated, however, for a 180° inlet total pres-
sure distortion. The point of operation selected for this calculation was the following:
Total Cprrected Airflow
Bypass Ratio
Low Rotor Corrected Speed - Nj A/0 2 AVG
High Rotor Mechanical Speed
High Rotor Corrected Speed - 5 AVG
"Sensed" High Rotor Corrected Speed







A complete description of the calculated flow properties, including incidence and blade
loading parameters, is included in the Appendix for this point under uniform and distorted
flow conditions. Note that the "sensed" high rotor corrected speed differs slightly from the
actual value. This results from locating the vane control temperature sensors for the high
pressure compressor in the fan duct. The difference between the "sensed" and actual cor-
rected speed is a reflection of the lower exit temperature in the fan duct relative to the high
pressure compressor inlet.
For the distorted inlet case, the low rotor corrected speed and high rotor mechanical speed
were held constant. The inlet distortion was oriented with the low total pressure region
centered at the top (0°) of the engine. The distortion amplitude was varied until a calculated
stall point was reached with the engine on its normal operating line. The required distortion
amplitude was predicted to be 0.45 (P^ max - Pf. min)/Pj avg. This level is consistent with
available engine stall margin and agrees favorably with the value of 0.43 predicted using the
P&WA stability audit calibration for the F 100(3) engine at this test case condition.
A distortion of this magnitude results in a significant predicted loss in high pressure com-
pressor flow capacity. This flow capacity shift results in a predicted increase in fan core
pressure ratio. Consequently, the average fan core operating point is above the normal op-
erating line for the rotor speed used in this calculation. Under distorted inlet conditions, the
actual engine would likely rematch to a condition with different relative values of rotor
speed. It is also likely that total corrected airflow would be reduced and bypass ratio in-
creased at the high compressor rotor speed used in these calculations. The multiple segment
model is not intended to predict this engine rematch since it deals only with the compres-
sion system and does not reflect the other engine components. Consequently, the actual
point of engine operation with this distortion is subject to these effects and will be different
than that assumed in the model. It is likely, however, that the predicted critical distortion
level is not sensitive to the precise match point since available stall margin does not vary
significantly over the expected range of operation.
The average distorted operating conditions for the fan and high pressure compressor are
shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. At the predicted stall point, the range of predicted
performance for eighteen individual segments are also shown for both components. Note
that the minimum airflow point is below the uniform inlet stall airflow for the high pressure
compressor and core portion of the fan but not for the duct portion of the fan. In this ex-
ample, therefore, it is predicted that the instability is initiated in the engine core stream rather
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Figure 10(A) Fan Duct Performance With
Inlet Distortion ~ 80%
&PT/PT=0.45
Figure 10(B) Fan Core Performance With
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Figure 11 High Pressure Compressor Performance With Inlet Distortion ~ 90%Af7A/#^T~
&PT/PT=0.45 Z J
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The transfer and attenuation of the distortion through the F100 (3) engine are depicted in
Figures 12 through 14. In these figures the total pressure, static pressure and total tempera-
ture distortions are shown at the fan inlet and exit as well as the high pressure compressor
inlet and exit stations. As can be seen in these figures, the total pressure distortion is effec-
tively attenuated, particularly in the engine core. Consistent with this attenuation is the
large total temperature distortion generated by both the fan and the high pressure compressor
In addition, the distortions have rotated circumferentially as they progressed through the en-
gine. The amount of rotation is related to the acoustic and particle path swirls shown in
Figures 15 and 16. As indicated previously, the inlet distortion for this particular case was
oriented with the low total pressure region centered at top dead center of the engine. Con-
sequently, the sensor controlling the high pressure compressor variable vanes (located at
157° measured in rotor direction from TDC) measures a temperature which is slightly below
the average (see Figure 14). Therefore, the vanes are set at a position consistent with the
"sensed" corrected rotor speed which is higher than the true average. A different distortion
orientation would therefore be expected to modify the results of the model. This would be
particularly true if the sensor was aligned with either the minimum or maximum tempera-
tures shown at 305° and 125°, respectively, in Figure 14. The wide range in predicted tem-
peratures demonstrates the importance of incorporating the variable vane geometry capabil-
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Figure 16 Predicted Swirl From Inlet Distortion Test Case
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1) The multiple segment parallel compressor model has been upgraded to include capabil-
ities for predicting the distorted flow performance of variable geometry compressors.
2) The model has further been verified for application to the F100 (3) turbofan engine
compression system.
3) Model predictions for the F100 high compressor response to inlet temperature distor-
tion compare favorably with available data.
4) Model predictions indicate that a 180° total pressure distortion with an amplitude of
0.45 (MAX-MIN)/AVG. and centered on top dead center will induce a stall in the
FIDO (3) at 90 percent corrected high rotor on the nominal operating line. No engine
data is available to confirm this prediction but the result is in close agreement with the
F100 (3) stability audit.
5) The model should be applied for predicting F100 (3) engine response to both pressure
and/or temperature distortion. An experimental program should then be carried out
to verify its accuracy.
20
SYMBOLS
i// Pressure Rise Parameter
X Temperature Rise Parameter
0 Mass Flow Parameter
P Pressure
T Temperature





 Total Temperature divided by Standard Day Temperature
5 Total Pressure divided by Standard Day Pressure
a Vane Angle
RCVV High Pressure Compressor Vane Schedule
Subscripts
S Static Conditions
T Total or Stagnation Conditions
Des Design Value
x Variable
2 High Speed Rotor
2.5 High Compressor Inlet Plane
IGV Inlet Guide Vane
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APPENDIX
EXAMPLE CASE PROGRAM OUTPUT





















Blade inlet flow angle (absolute frame of reference) measured
in degrees
Axial velocity/average axial velocity
Circumferential average axial velocity
Blade inlet flow angle (relative frame of reference) measured
in degrees






Axial station located at the exit plane of the last row































Depth of distortion - Maximum total pressure minus the
minimum total pressure over the average total pressure
Mach number
Meters per second
Low rotor speed corrected to the inlet
High rotor speed corrected to Station 3.0
Ratio of high rotor mechanical speed to low rotor mechanical
speed
Pascals (Newton/Square Meter)
Circumferential particle swirl through the engine
Pressure ratio
Static pressure/average static pressure
Circumferential average static pressure
Pounds pressure per square inch absolute
Total pressure/average total pressure
Circumferential average total pressure
Relative velocity/average relative velocity
Average relative velocity
Segment number
Circumferential position in direction of rotation
Theta-minus - extent of distortion











Circumferential average total temperature
Mean diameter rotor velocity
Velocity/average velocity (absolute)
Circumferential average velocity
Cross flow from segment to external cavity






WCORR=148.5LBM/SEC= 67.4KG/SEC N1CORR= 7700.RPH N2CORR* 9839.RPM M2/N1IMECH»= 1.41G
THETM= o.otG BYPASS RATI0=1.100 MAX-MIN/AVG=O.O
P A N U > UUIKUI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
CORR FLOW PRESS RATIO
FAN Qt. PERFORMANCE 77.79 LBM/SEC 1.752
35.29 KG/SEC
ROW OUTPUT
IOV FLOW SWIRL= 0.0 DEG PARTICLE SHIRL- 0.0 DEG
PTAVG= 14.73PSIA = 101353. PA TTAVG= 519.0DEG R = 2B8.3DEG


















STA1CK FLOW SMlRL= t.460tt
PTAVG= 18.78PSIA = 129473. PA
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STilOK FLOW ;SWIRL= 12.03DEG
PTAVt= 23.25PS1A = 160277. PA


































































































































12. l .CCO 0.4256 l.CCCO l.COOO 1.0000 O.C 0.0 0.027 -32.97 57.0 1.000 l.OCO
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Slat j
l-UTUt FHIW SMRL= 17.2PDEG PARTICLE SW1RL= 34.57D£G PSAVG= 20.21PSIA = 139354. PA
PTAVG- 23.11PSIA = 159365. PA TTAVG= £06.*DEG R = 336.90EG K VELAVG= 523.7FPS =159.6«PS
kV£LAVli= 927.SFPS - ZbZ.UMPS AXVELAVG- 487.2FPS ^1<>8.5MP!> U= 982.FPS = 299. NPS
THElA SEG VEL MN PS PI 11 WBL WBL OF INCIDENCE B t T A AXIAL KtL
NO LBM/SEC KG/SEG IN OEG IN DEC VEL VEL
IV. 1 1.000 C.<>422 1.0000 I.COOO l.OOCO 0.0 0.0 -.171 -7.<.7 31.7 1.000 l.OOU
- T A I L h HLOM St,lRL= U.BSOtG PARTICLE ShlRL= 35.73DEG PSAVG- 22.32PS1A = 163665. PA
PTAVG= 25.99PbIA = 17Vlbl.PA T1AVG= &26.70EG R = 34f..2liEG K VELAVG= S66.3FPS =17?
319.SMPS AXVEIAVG= 559.9FPi -170.4MPS U= 97S.FPS = 297. MPS
THCTA SCL. VEI HN PS PI TT WBL MBL OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL H;L
NO LBM/SEC KG/SEG IN OEG IN Ofc& VEL VEL
1*. 1 l .OOu 0.^716 1.0000 l.OOCO l.COCO C.C 0.0 -.769 -28.76 80. b 1.000 1.000
FLOW SNIKL= 2s.p«-otG PARTICLE SWIRI= *6.«3DEG PSAVG= is.87PsiA = 130002. PA
PTAVG= 25.76PbIA = 177S83.PA TTAVG= 626.7056 R = 348.2D5G K VfLAVG= 800.8FPS =244.1MPi
RVtLAV(i= O.DFPS = C.bMPS AXVELAVt= O.OFPS - O.CMPS U= 97S.FPS = 297. UPS
TMtTA Stb VEL HN PS PT TT MBL HBL DF INCIDENCE AXIAL KtL
NO LBM/StC KG/StG IN DtG IN UtC. VEL VEL





















FLOW SWIRL= C.O OEG PARTICLE SWIRL* 0.0 DEC
PTAVG= 14.70PSIA = 101353.PA TTAVG= S19.0DEG R = 286.3DEG K
RVELAVG= 7SO.OFPS = 228.6MPS AXVELAVG= 354.1FPS =107.9HPS
PSAVG= 13.69PS1A = 94405.PA
VELAVG= 354.1FPS =107.9MPS
U= 661.FPS = 202.MPS
IMfcTA SEG
NO
VEL HN PS PT TT
1.000 0.3200 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
WBL WBL
LBM/SEC KG/SEG
OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL
IN OEG IN DEC VEL








PTAVG- 14.64PS1A, = 10C961.PA
RVtLAVG-= 684.7FPS = 2C8.7MPS
TMETA SEG VEL MN
NO
PARTICLE SWIRL' 12.060EG
T1AVG= 519.00EG R <= 288.3DEG
AXVELAVG= 388.8FPS =118.5MPS
PSAVG= 13.32PSIA = 91810.PA
K VELAVG= 408.6FPS -124.&HPS
U= 690.FPS = 210.MPS




Lf INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
IN DEG IN OEG VEL
12. 1.000 0.3708 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.429
FLOW SWIRL° ll.8-.DtG
PTAVG= 18.52PSIA = 127675.PA
RV?LAVG= 477.3FPS - 145.5MPS
PARTICLE SWIRL* 27.58DEG
TTAVG= 560.40EG R - 311.3DEG
AXVELAVG= 409.2FPS =124.4MPS
PSAVG= 15.11PSIA = 10*181.PA
VELAVG= 616.7FPS =188.0MPS




VEL MN PS PT TT WBL
LBM/SEC




OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL




9.50 34.6 1.000 1.000
KEL
VEL





FLOW SWIRL= Ib.OSOEG PARTICLE SWIRL° 31.79DEG
PTAVG= 18.50PSIA = 127580.PA TTAVG= 560.4OEG R = 311.30EG
*VELAVG= 803.VFPS = 246.6MPS AXVELAVG= 416.2FPS =126.8MPS
PSAVG= 16.8BPSIA = 116399 .PA
K VELAVG^ 417.4FPS =127.2MPi




VEL PS PT TT WBL
LBM/SEC




OF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
IN OEG IN DEG VEL
0.411
FLOW SW1KL- 1S.15DEG PARTICLE SWIRL' 40.290EG
PTAVG= 23.78PSIA •= 163949.PA TTAVG= 6C8.4DEG R = 338.0DEG
RVtLAVG= 559.7FPS = 170.6MPS AXVELAVG- 42B.1FPS =130.5MPS
PSAVG- 20.11PSIA = 13862O.PA
K VfcLAVG= 585.2FPS =178.4MPS




VEL MN PS PT TT WBL
LBM/SEC




OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL
IN OEG IN DEG VEL
RtL
VEL
2.24 31.0 1.000 1.000
RtL
VEL












PTAVG- 23.63PS1A * lo2894.P«
RVELAVG= B04.3HPS = 245.2MPS
PARTICLE SWIRL- 45.03DEG





VEL PS PT TT HBL
LBM/SfC
1.000 0.4103 1.0000 1.0000 .1.0000 0.0
FLOW SWIRL- 21.420EG
P7AVG= 26.50PSIA = 1327*1.M
Rv*LAVb= 66&.oFPS « 209.IMPS
PARTICLE SWIRL= S4.27DE&





VEL MN PS PT WBL
LBM/SEC
PSAVG= 21.04PS1A = 145079.PA
K VELAVG= 4B8.0FPS -148.7NPS
U= 775.FPS = 236.MRS
WBL OF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL KEL
KG/SEG IN OEG IN OEG VtL VEL
0.0 0.219 -3.33 35.9 1.003 1.000
PSAVG= 22.93PSIA = 158128.PA
K VElAVG= 554.8FPS =169.IMPS
0= 791.FPS = 241.HPS
WBL OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
KG/SEG IN OEG IN OEG VEL VEL
1.000 C.4596 1.0000 l.OOOO 1.0000 C.O
FLOW SWIRL- 38.39D-G
PTA¥G= 26.49PS1A = 182674.PA
RVELAVb° 913.2FPS = 278.3HPS
PARTICLE SWIRL' 71.24C?G
TTAVG= 632.2DEG R = 351.2DEG
AXVELAVG= 474.4FPS =144.6HPS
0.0 O.163 -6.16 58.? 1.000 1.000
PSAVG= 23.34PSIA = I60947.PA
K VELAVG= 519.7FPS =158.4HPS






VEL MN PS PT
l.GOO O.4294 1.0000 l.OOOC l.OOOO 0.0
WBL OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL R6L
KG/SEG IN DEC IN OtG VEL VEL
0.0 -.103 12.80 65.9 1.000 1.000
FLOW S*I«L= 41.17UfcG
PT»VG= 26.5bPSlA * 133141.PA
RVrLAVGc 903.6FPS =• 27S.4HPS
PARTICLE SWIRL= 74.03DEG
TTAVG= 632.2DEG R = 351.2DEG
AXV£LAVG= 513.7FPS =156.6MPS
PSAVG= 22.87PSIA = 157716.PA
VELAVG= 563.7FPS =171.8MPS




VEL HN PS PT TT WBL
LBM/SEC




OF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
IN OEG IN DEG VEL
REL
VEL
0.4CK 5.95 34.6 1.000 1.000
FLOW SWIRL* 42.230<G
PTAVG' 35.26PSIA = 243096.PA
RVELAVG* 689.4FPS = 2O8.3MPS
PARTICLE SWIRL" 81.5SDEG
TTAV&= 695.50EG R = 386.4DEG
AXVELAVG^ 545.9FPS =166.4MPS
PSAVG= 27.25PSIA = 197864.PA
K VELAVG= 770.6FPS =234.9MPS




PS PT TTVEL MN






IN DEG IN DEG VEL
REL
VEL
0.0 O.306 -3.91 • 45.1 1.000 1.000
FLOW SWIRL= 47.840EG PARTICLE SWIRL" 87.15DEG
PTAVG= 3S.14PSIA = 242300.PA TTAVG= 695.5DEG R = 386.4DEG K
RV?LAVG= B67.1FPS = 264.3MPS AXVELAVG= S6B.7FPS =173.3MPS
PSAV6= 29.55PS1A •> 203708.PA
VELAVG= 636.0FPS =193.8MPS




VEL MN PS PT UBL WBL
LBM/SEC KG/SEG
OF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
IN DEG -IN DEG VEL
REL
VEL
1.000 0.50*7 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.238 -4.09 41.0 1.000 l.COO
FLOW SWIRL» 47.980tG PARTICLE SWIRL= 91.91DEG
PTAVG° 42.08PSIA = 290141.PA TTAVG= 737.40EG R = 409.7DEG K
RVELAVGa 742.5FPS = 226.3MPS AXVELAVG= 596.9FPS =1B1.9MPS
PSAV6= 33.06PSIA e 227929.PA
VELAVG" 768.7FPS =234.3MPS
U= 926.FPS = 282. MPS .










NO - LBM/SEC KG/SlEG IN OEG IN OEG VEL VEL
48. 1 1.000 0.598$ 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 0.0 ' 0.212 -12.44 50.9 1.000 1.000
FLOW SMIHLs 53.20GtG
PTAVG= 41.S3PSIA m 2994O3.PA
RVfLAVG= 90T.6FPS - 276.6MPS
PARTICLE SW1RL= 97.120EG
TTAVG= 737.40EG R = 409.7DEG
AXVtLAVG* 636.6FPS -194.0MPS




PSAVG= 34.47PSIA = 237659.PA
K VELAVG= 690.7FPS =210.5*PS
U= *15.FPS = 279.MPS
WBL OF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL REL
KG/SEG IN OEG IN OEG VEL VEL
53. 1.000 0.5341 l.OGOO 1.0000 1.0000 0.0
FLOW SWIRL= 52.98DCG
PTAVG* 46.47PSIA •= 334159.fA
RVELAVGs 818.8FPS •= 249.6MPS
PARTICLE SWIRL=100.38DEG
TTAVG= 785.3DEG R •= 436.3OEG
AXVELAVG- 670.4FPS =204.3MPS
O.G 0.167 -6.05 44.5 1.000 l.bOO
PSAVG= 37.93PSIA = 261496.PA
K VELAVG= 799.5FPS =243.7MPS







0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0
WBL
LBM/SEC
HBL OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
KG/SEG IN DEG IN OEG VEL VtL
0.0 0.223 -11.58 57.0 1.000 I.000
FLOW SHIRL= 56.4SDEG PARTICLE SWIRL=103.860EG
PlkV&c bO.ZbPSl* = 3%bSli.PA T1»Vt= 785.3OEG R - 436.3DEO K
RVtLAVbs V99.6FPS = 304.7MPS AXV€LAVG= 694.3FPS =2ll.6MPS
PSAVG- 41.33PSIA = 284995.PA
VtLAVG= Hb.2FPS;=218





VEL PS PT TT WBL WBL
LBM/SEC KG/SEG
OF 'INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
IN DEG IN OEG VEL
l.OOC 0.5372 1.0000 1.0000 l.OOOC 0.0 0.0
FLOW SWIRL" 56.2BDIrG PARTlCLr SN1RL°106.64DEG
P1AVG= 61.08P&IA = 421160.PA TTAVG= 651.6DEG R - 473.1DEG K
874.1FPS ° 266.4MPS AXVELAVG= 752.3FPS =229.3MPS
PSAVG= 46.65PSIA. = 321638. PA
VELAVG= 871.6FPS =265.7MP&




PT TTVEL MN PS
1.000 0.6350 l.OCOO 1.0000 1.0000
' WBL HBL
LBM/SEC KG/SEG
OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL
IN DEG IN DEG VEL
0.0 0.0
FLOW SWIRL= 60.480Eb
PTAVG= o3.46PSIA = 437529.PA
RV*LAVG<* 990.2FPS = 301.BNPS
PARTICLE SWIRL°lI0.840fcG
TTAVG= 851.6DEG R = 473.1CEG
AXV?LAVG= 755.0FPS =230.IMPS
PSAVG= 50.88PSIA = 3508CS.PA
K VELAVG= 791.6FPS =241.3MPi
U= S79.FPS = 268. MPS
THETA SEG VEL
NO




OF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
IN OEG IN OEG VEL
60. 1.000 0.5728 1.0000 l.COCO 1.0000 0.0
FLOW SWIRL" 60.12OSG
PTAVG- 73.80PSIA = 508830.PA
RVtLAVG= 927.6FPS = 282.7MPS
PARTICL5 SWIRL=112.93DEG











DF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL




0.226 -5.19 44.0 1.000 l.OCO
RtL
VEL
0.176 -19.67 59.7 1.000 l.OCO
KEL
VEL
0.0 C.139 -12.28 49.7 l.OOC l.COO
PSAVG= 55.36PSIA - 391692.PA
K VELAVG= 929.5FPS =283.3MPS
U= B72.'FPS = 266.MPS
REL
VtL
.0.180 -20.28 61.9 1.000 l.OCO
32











PIAVG= 76.V7PSIA = S3G67C.PA
RVELAVGMC42.9FPS = 317.9NP!>
PARTICLE SWIRL-llS.800tG
TTAVG= 910.30EG R = 505.7DEG
AXVfLAVG* K13.1FPS = 247.BKPS
PSAVG= 60.94PSIA =
K VELAVG° B40.8FPS =256.3MPS
U = 867.FPS = 264.MPS
TMETA
63.







IN DEC IN DEG VEL
1.000 0.5VOO l.COOO l.COOO 1.0000 0.0 0.0
FLOW iW!RL= 67.8COFG
PtAVG= 90.C8PSIA - 671068. PA
HVbLAVO- 922.7FPS = 2B1.2HPS
PARTICLE SWIRL=118.16DFG
TTAVG= 972.4DEG R = 540.2DEG
AXVtLAVG= 805.9FPS = 245.6KP!>
PSAVG- 69.B3PSIA = 481475.f>A
K VELAVG* 9O6.2FPS =276.2




MN PS PT TTVEL






DF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL
IN DEG IN DEG VEL
0.156 -23.20
FLOW SHIRL= 65.550CG PARTICLE SWIRL=120.91DEG
PTAVb= 93.47PSIA = b44446.PA TT*VG = 972.4DEG R = 540.2DEG




VEL MN PS PT TT WBL
LBH/SEC
1.000 0.559* 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0
FLOW SWIRL= 64.970EG PARTICLE SWIRL=122.94DEG
PTAVG=107.41PSIA = 7405B1.CA TTAVG=1C26.9OEG R «= 570.50EG
923.3FPS = 281.4MPS AXVE1AVG= 785.0FPS =239.3MPS
THETA SEG VEL
NO
MN PS PT TT WBL
LBH/SEC





TTAVG=1026.9DEG R = 570.5DEG
AXVELAVG= 795.3FPS =242.4MPS
PSAVG= 90.3SPSIA = 622913.PA
VELAVG= 821.9FPS =250.5HPS








Of INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
IN OEG IN OEG VEL
1.000 0.5414 1.0000 l.OOOO l.OOOO 0.0 0.0
FLOW SWIRL* 66.210EG
PTAVG=125.08PSIA = 862398.PA
RVELAVG= 950.3FPS = 2B9.7NPS
PARTICLE SW1RL=127.08DEG
TTAVG°1084.3OEG R = 602.40EG
AXVELAVG= 788.4FPS =240.3MPS
PSAVG=102.43PSIA = 706202.PA
K VELAV&= 851.1FPS =259.4MPS














DF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL
IN DEG IN OEG VEL
FLOW SWIRL° 68.280EG PARTICLE SW1RL=129.15DEG
PTAVG=129.40PS1A = S92162.PA TTAVG=1084.3DEG R = 602.4OEG K
RVELAVG=1027.1FPS = 313.IMPS AXVELAVG= T89.2FPS =240.6NPS
PSAV6=107.91PSIA = 744O08.PA
VELAVG= 812.3FPS °247.6MPS
U= 95O.FPS = 2S9.MPS
KEL
VEL
0.1B8 -12.94 51.2 l.bOu 1.000
VEL
62.8 1.000 l.OOO
PSAVG= 75.76PS1A = 522327.PA
K ' VELAVGc 825.7FPS =251.7MPS
U= 860.FPS = 262.MPS
WBL OF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL REL
KG/SfcG IN OEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0.0 0.131 -14.64 51. * 1.000 l.COO
PSAV6= 86.1BPSIA = 594193.PA
K VELAVG= 868.2FPS =264.6MPS
U« 857.FPS = 261. MPS
WBL DF INCIDENCE ALPHA.AXIAL ktL
KG/SEG IN OEG IN Ott VEL VEL
0.0 0.118 -20.SI 64.7 1.000 1.000
REL
VfcL
0.115 -11.98 50.9 1.000 1.000
REL
VEL











VEL PS PT TT MBL HBL
LBM/SEC KG/SEG
DF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL
• IN DEC IN DEC VEL
1.000 0.5202 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 0.0
FLOW SWIRL" 67.18DEG PARTICLE SWIRL*130.91DEG
PTAVG=141.31PS1A - 97*308.PA TTAV6=1I20.1DEG R = 622.3OEG K
RVtLAV&= 917.2FPS = 2T9.6HPS AXVELAVG" 728.0FPS '221.9MPS
PSAVG=120.00PSIA = 827394.PA
VELAVG* 784.3FPS =239.CNPS





VEL HN PS- PT TT WBL . WBL
LBM/SrC KG/SEG
INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL
IN DEG IN DEG VEL
1.000 0.4933 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 0.0
FLOM SWIRL= 69.010EG
PTAVG«142.84PSIA - 98*877.PA
RVELAVG= 999.SFPS = 3C4.7HPS
PARTICLE SWIRL«132.7*OEC





VEL MN PS PT WBL
LBN/SEC
1.000 O.*520 1.0000 1.0000 l.OOOO 0.0 0.0
FLOW SW1RL= 67.6M3EG
PTAVG=153.82PSIA =1060577.HA
RVELAVG3 903.SFPS = 27S.4MPS
PARTICLE SWIRLC134.2OOEG
TTAVG=1139.80EG R '* 633.20EG
AXVELAVG' 663.8FPS =2O2.3MPS
PSAV6el35.19PSIA •= 932128.PA
K VELAVGc 704.8FPS =214.8MPS
U= 850.FPS = 259.UPS




68. 1.000 0.4375 1.0000 1.0000 l.OOOO 0.0 0.0
FLOW SWIRL* 69.08DEG
PTAVG-1S0.70PSIA =1039045.PA
RVkLAVG= O.CFPS = . G.OHPS
THETA SEG VEL MN
NO
PARTICLE SWIRL'135.64DE&
TTAVG=1139.80EG R = 633.20EG
AXVELAVG= O.OFPS = O.OMPS
PSAVGd40.96PSIA ' 971887.PA
VELAVG^ 5O9.2FPS =I55.2MPS
U= S50.FPS = 2S9.MPS
TT
69. 1.000 0.3134 1
PS PT








0.142 -13.01 SO.2 l.OOO 1.000
REL
VEL
0.145 -23.97 68.2 l.OOO 1.000
PSAVG°124.47PSIA « 858170.PA
VELAVG= 721.2FPS =219.9MPS
U= 850.FPS <= 2S9.HPS
WBL DF INCIDENCE BETA AXIAL REL
KG/SEG IN DEC IN OEG VEL VEL
0.130 -9.71 45.0 l.OOO 1.000
WBL OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
KG/SEG. IN DEG IN DEG VEL VEL
0.370 -28.17 70.4 l.OOO 1.000
DF INCIDENCE AXIAL REL
IN OEG IN DEG VEL VEL






WCORR»148.5LBH/SEC= 67.4KG/SEC NICORRc TTOO.RPM N2CORR- 9800.RPH









FLOW SWIRL° o.O DEC PARTICLE SWIRL= 0.0 DEC
PTAVG= 14.70PSIA = 101353.PA TTAVG= S19.0DEG R » 28B.3OEG K
RVELAVG=1082.<>FPS = 3Z9.9MPS AXVELAVG* 3S3.3FPS = 107.TMPS
EFFICIENCY
0.817
















































































































































































































PA TTAVG = 519.0DEG R =
















































































































































































90.0 . 0.987 0.999
91302.PA


















































































SIA1UR FLOW SWIRL= (I.49DEG PARTICLE SW1RL= 19.060EG
PTAVG= 18.76PSIA = 129325. PA 1TAVG- 566.3OEG ft = 314.6DEG K
RVELAV(,= T37.9FPS = Z24.9MPS AXVELAVG= 393.2FPS = U9.8MPS
PSAV6= 16.00PSIA = 110300.PA
VELAVG= 549.3FPS =167.4MPS



















































































































































































































































































ROTOR FLOW SWIRL* 13.36DEG PARTICLE SWIRL= 23.920EG
PTAVG= 19.01PSIA = 131094.PA TTAVG* 566.30EG R = 314.6DEG K
HV?LAVt,= 973.3FPS = 296.7MPS AXVcLAVG- 408.5FPS =124.5MPS
PSAVG= 17.30PSIA = 119276.PA
VELAVG= 423.9FPS -129.2HPS











































































































































































































































STATOR FLOW SWIRL= 12.08D6G PARTICLE SWIRL= 29.45DEG
PTAVG= 23.12PSIA = 159429.PA TTAVG- 605.70EG R = 336.5DEG K
RVELAVG= 832.0FPS = 253.6NPS AXVELAVG= 422.2FPS = 128.7MPS
PSAVG = 20.40PSIA = 14066S.PA
VELAVG- 505.5FPS =154.IMPS



































































0.4315 .1833 .1865 C
0.4288 .1953 .1967 I
0.4277 .2018 .2023 (
0.4272 .2053 .2055 (
0.4269 .2072 .2072 (
0.4268 .2082 .2081 (
0.4267 .2088 .2086 (
0.4339 0.7583 G.7614 (
0.4160 G.8056 0.8006 (
0.4203 0.8109 0.9079 1





































































































































































PTAVG= /2.97PSIA = 156395.PA
RVELAVG* V29.1FPS = 292.9MPS
PARTICLE SW1RL= 34.69DEG
TTAVG= 605.7DEG R - 336.50EG K
AXVELAVG= 496.4FPS =149.2MPS


































































































































































































































PTAVG= 24.99PMA' = 172290.PA
RVELAVG=1079.8FPS = 329.IMPS
PARTICLE SWIRL= 35.68DEG
TTAVG- 623.7DEG R = 346.50EG K
AXVELAVG= 577.0FPS =1T5.9MPS
PSAVG= 21.06PSIA = 145222.PA
VELAVG= 597.5FPS -179.IMPS
















































































































































































































































































FLOW SUIRL= 25.04DEG PARTICLE SWIRL= 46.86DEG
PTAVG= 25.06P&IA = 172805.PA TTAVG= 623.7DEG R = 346.5DEG K
RVELAVG- O.OFPS = O.OMPS AXVELAVIi= O.OFPS = O.OMPS
PSAVG= 16.96PSIA = 116948.PA
VELAVG= 859.1FPS =261.8NPS







































































































































































































































































UJKl ENGINE OUTPUT _ _ - - _
LOW SPOOL PERFORMANCE
















FLOW iWIRL= 0.0 DEC PARTICLE SWIRL= 0.0 DEG
PTAVb= 14.70PSIA c 101353.PA TTAVG= 519.00EG R = 299.3DEG K
RVEUAVG= 738.0FPS •= 225. WPS AXVELAVG= 325.3FPS = 99. IMPS
PSAVG= 13.83PSIA = 9537*.PA
VELAVG= 325.3FPS = 99.IMPS





















































































































































































































































100*58. PA TTAVG= 519.00EG R =




































































































































































































































M TTAVG= 557.3DEG R =








































































































































































































































































ROTOR FLOW SWIRLc 16.69UEG
PTAVG= 18.13PSIA « 125018. PA
RVELAVb= T96.SFPS - 242.8HPS
PARTICLE SWIRL= 34.63DEG
TTAV6= 5S7.3DEG R = 309.60EG K
AXVELAVG- 385.1FPS =II7.*NPS
PSAVG= 16.T3PSIA = 115350.PA
VELAV6= 3B6.3FPS =117.TUPS





















































































































































































































































PA TTAVC* 6O&.4DEG R = 336.9DEG K






























































































































































































































U= 760.FPS = 232. MRS
DF INCIDENCE




















160254. PA TTAVG= 606.40EG R = 336.90EG. K















































































































































































































































STAIUR FLOM SWIRLc 24.39OEG PARTICLE SHIRL= 61.85DEG
PTAVG= 26.25PSIA = 160981.PA TTAVG= 637.2DEG R = 354.0DEG K
RVELAVG= 650.5FPS = 198.3MPS AXVtLAVG= 446.9FPS =136.?MPS
PSAVG= 22.60PSIA = 1SSB28.PA
VELAVGc 568.2FPS -=173.2NPS



























































HN PS PT IT WBL HBL OF INCIDENCE ALPHA AXIAL REL
LBH/SEC KG/SEG IN DEG ' IN OEG VEL VcL
0.4769 0.8402 0.8451 1.0118 -0.135 -O.061 0.284 -1.67 53.7 0.987 0.987
0.4748 0.8429 0.8467 1.0118 -0.127 -0.057 0.339 0.68 51.3 0.953 0.953
0.4735 0.9515 0.8546 1.01*2 -0.118 -0.054 0.40O 3.23 46. 8 0.915 0.915
0.4718 0.8659 0.8681 1.0185 -0.106 -0.049 0.499 6.99 45.1 O.962 0.962
0.4676 0.8845 b.8845 1.0268 -C.085 -0.039 0.683 15.31 36.7 0.738 0.736
C.4216 .1612 .1295 1.1017 0.127 0.058 0.597 11.34 40.7 0.797 0.797
0.4363 .1912 .1685. 1.0812 0.134 0.061 C.476 6.21 45.8 C.872 0.672
0.4574 .1900 .1924 1.0181 0.125 0.057 0.356 1.36 50.6 0.943 0.943
0.4706 .1481 .1504 0.9765 0.115 0.052 0.210 -4.79 56.9 1.034 1.034
0.4703 .1561 .1581 0.9762 0.120 0.054 0.134 -7.84 59.8 1.080 .080
0.4656 .1728 .1714 C.9813 0.126 0.057 C.107 -8.90 60.9 1.097 .097
C.4623 .184C .1801 0.9849 0.130 0.059 0.099 -9.18 61. 2 1.101 .101
0.4607 .1883 .1832 0.9868 0.133 0.060 0.098 -9.25 61.2 1.102 .102
0.4601 .1996 .1931 C.9976 0.136 0.061 0.097 -9.27 61.3 1.102 .102
0.5323 0.7189 0.7508 0.8748 -0.161 -O.073 -.025 -14.14 66.1 1.190 .190
0.5013 0.7592 0.7760 0.9390 -0.155 -0.070 0.034 -11.64 63.6 1.14O .140
0.4795 0.8182 0.8243 0.9964 -0.139 -0.063 0.143 -7.49 59.5 1.075 .075
0.4762 0.8385 0.843C 1.0123 -0.134 -O.061 0.226 -4.10 56.1 1.023 .023
STAlOK FLOW SKIRL" *1.35bEG PARTICLE SWIRL= 7b.810EG
PTAVGe 25.78PS1A = 177731.PA TTAVG= 637.2DCG R = 354.00EG K
RVELAVG" 911.9FPS = 277.9HPS AXVELAVb= 447.8FPS =136.5MPS
PSAVG- 22.99PSIA = 158498.PA
VELAVG= 490.6FPS =149.5MPi






















































































































































































































KOTOR FLOM SHIRL" 43.990EG
PTAVG° 25.78PSIA = 177760.PA
RVELAVbo 910.8FPS '= 277.6HPS
PARTICLE SMIRL* 81.440EG
TTAVG= 637.20EG R = 354.0066 K
AXVELAVG= 483.9FPS =147.5MPS
PSAVG= 22.59PSIA = 155756.PA
VELAVG= 526.0FPS =160.3HPS




























































































































































































































PTAVG= 33.77PiIA = 232909.PA
RV»LAVG= 657.7FPS - 20O.5MPS
PARTICLE SWIRL= 89.66OEG
TTAVG= 702.20EG R = 390.10EG
AXVELAVG= 525.4FPS -160.IMPS
PSAVG= 26.12PSIA = 180120.PA
VELAVG* 770..2FPS =234.8MPS








































































































































































































FLOW SWIRL= 5O.720EG PARTICLE SWIRL= 9S.lODtG
PTAVG= 33.34PMA - 2248*9. PA TTAVG= 702.2DEG R - 390.10EG K
RVtLAVG= 871.5FPS = 265.6MPS AXVELAVG= 547.8FPS = 167.0MPS
PSAVG= 28.37PSIA - 195626.PA
VELAVG= 607.7FPS =185.2HPS
















































































































































































































































































.FLOW SWIRL= 51.050EG PARTICLE SWIKL=100.38DEG
PTAVG= <»0.25PSIA = 277528.PA TTAVG= 746.8DEG R = *1*.90EG K
RV=LAVG= 713.7FPS = 217.5MPS AXVELAVG= 573.9FPS =17*.9MPS
PSAVG= 31.73PSIA = 216760.PA
VELAVG- 76*.5FPS =233.0MPS

















































































































































































































































PTAVG= 39.65PSIA = 273392. M
RVELAVG= -JOy-iFPS = 276.6MPS
PARTJCLf SW IRL= 105.4505 G
TTAVG= 746.8DEG R = 414.9UEG
AXVELAVG= 613.4FPS =187.0MPS
PSAVG- 33.07PSIA = 229020.PA
VELAVG= 661.7FPS =201.7MPS






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































KOI UK F-LUW SWIRL= 5*.55DEG PARTICLE SW1RL=112.61DEG
P1AVG= 47.S2PSIA = 327635.FA TTAVG= 795.9DtG R = 442.20?G K
RVELAVf.= W1.2FPS = 302.IMPS AXVELAVG= 672.9FPS =205.IMPS
PSAVG= 39.33PiIA = 271149.PA
VELAVG= 694.2FPS =?11.6MPS



















































































































































































































































































STATOR FLOW SW1RL= 59.52DEG
PTAVG= 57.7CPSIA = 397855.PA
RVELAVG= 851.1FPS = 259.4MPS.
PARTICLE SW1RL=115.75DEG
TTAVG= 861.9DEG R = 478.8DEG K
AXVELAVG= 732.4FPS =223.2MPS
PSAVG° 44.1OPSIA = 304065.PA
VELAVG= 866.4FPS =264.IMPS













































































































































































































































































K VELAVG= 795.7FPS =
























































































































































































































































K VELAVG= 926.5FPS =






























































































































































































































ROTliR FLOW SWIRL- 66.26DEG PARTICLE SW1RL=125.OOOEG
PTAVG= 71.04PS1A = ".89781.PA TTAVG= 920.7DEG R = 511.5DE6 K
RVELAVG=1039.9FPS = 317.0MPS AXVELAVG= 806.8FPS =245.9MPS
PSAVG= 56.35PSIA = 368486.PA
VELAVG= 334.2FPS =254.3MPS




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SI A TOR FLOW SMIKL* 66.28DEG PARTICLS SWIRL=132.29DEG
PTAVG* 98.59PSIA = 679732.PA ITAVG=1037.00E6 R = 576.1DEG K
HVELAVG= 921.0FPS = 280.7MPS AXVELAVG= 783.1FPS =23B.7MPS
PSAVG= 73.99PSIA = 544600.PA
VEL«VG= B69.3FPS =265.0MPS































































































































































































































695545. PA TTAVG=1037.0DEG R =























































































































































































































































7B7298.PA TTAVG=1094.0DEG R = 607.8DEG K










































































































































































































































































TTAVG=>1094.0DEG R = 6O7.8DEG K
AXVELAVG= 794.4FPS =242.IMPS
PSAVG* 97.79PSIA = 674215.PA
VELAVG* 817.6FPS *249.2NPS











































































































































































































































iTAlOK FLOW SHIRL- 70.500EG PARTICLE SWIRL=14C.32DEG
PTAVG=128.09PSIA - 883172. PA TTAVG=1126 .SOEG R = 625.9DEG K
RVELAV6= 924.7FPS = 281.WPS AXVELAVG= 734.0FPS =223.7MPS
PSAVG*108.22PSIA = 746137 .PA
VELAVG= 792.2FPS =24l.SMPS















































































































































































































TTAVG°1126.5DEG R « 625.80EG K
AXVELAVG= 713.7FPS =217.5NPS
PSAVG=112.03PS1A = 772 451.PA
VELAVG* 728.2FPS =222.0MPS















































































0.490S 0.9602 0.9779 0.9278
0.4680 0.9734 0.9771 0.9467
0.4502 0.9769 0.9700 0.9732












































































































STATOR FLOW SWIRL= 7C.96OE6
PTAVG=139.41PSIA = 954318.PA
RVELAV6= 914.3FPS = 278.TUPS
PARTICLE SWIRL°143.640EG

















































































































































































































































EXIT FLOW SHIRL= 72.41DEG
PTAVG=135.07PSIA = 931264.PA
RVELAVG* O.OFPS = O.OMPS
PARTICLe SWIRLel45.08DEG
TTAVG=1140.00EG R = 633.3DEG K
AXVELAVG* O.OFPS = C.OMPS
PSAVG=125.84PSIA = 867607.PA
VELAVGe 516.2FPS =157.3MPS













































































0.3717 1.0001 .0234 0.9650
0.3775 1.00C3 .0266 0.9423
0.3789 1.0029 .03O1 0.9338
0.3803 1.0006 .0285 0.9307
0.3806 0.9993 .0273 0.9299
0.3302 0.9979 .0014 0.9300
0.3186 1.0001 0.9985 C.9507
0.3076 l.OOCO 0.9937 0.9794
0.2992 0.9999 0.9901 1.0058
WBL
LBM/SEC
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
WBL
KG/ SEG
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
DF
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
INCIDENCE
IN DEG
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
AXIAL
IN DEG VEL
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
c.o
0.0
RtL
VEL
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
48
